Database Management
Powerful, fully scalable and secure, dbWatch is the allin-one tool for all of your database management needs.

dbWatch combines monitoring, automated maintenance, advanced analytics, resource
and performance management, security measures and productivity tools to help your
DBAs to take full control of your system.
Available through a simple and easy-to-use interface, dbWatch gives DBAs access to
tools to improve their workflow and save your organisation time and money. Advanced
analytics and automated maintenance will keep your system running smoothly as you
avoid any issues, while security audits, access roles and proactive monitoring keeps you
secure.
dbWatch has been built with scalability and compatibility in mind. Not only does dbWatch
work across thousands of instances at once, catering for the needs of the largest
organisations, but it also supports a wide range of platforms and versions, including SQL
Server, Azure, Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL, MariaDB and Sybase.

DBWATCH FEATURES
dbWatch provides all the tools your DBAs need for managing their servers, no matter the
size of your organisation or the industry you work in:
•

Simple user interface for quick
access

•

Role-based security controls

•

Fully scalable up to thousands of
instances

•

Customisable reports and alerts

•

Automated database maintenance
tasks

•

Compatible with SQL Server, Oracle,
MySQL, Azure and more

•

Performance, resource and licence
monitoring and management

•

Total control over every instance and
server

dbWatch’s all-in-one approach and simple-to-use interface gives DBAs total control over
all of their instances from one place. Saving time and money compared to other tools,
dbWatch allows DBAs to make changes to just one instance at a time or an entire server
system at once, making sweeping maintenance changes or diving deep to make smaller
adjustments.
Our tools help to keep your system secure too. With role-based access controls, AD
integration, optional Kerberos and audit support, plus support for encryption and userdefined certificates, dbWatch gives DBAs the tools to guarantee system security.

Get more information on how dbWatch can help with your management and monitoring tasks by getting in touch today:
CONTACT INFORMATION
www.dbwatch.com
Phone: +47 22 33 14 20
E-mail: info@dbwatch.com
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